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Grand Prix Arena - if you're here for show
jumping, turn left when you arrive and follow
the path until you reach the main gates, then
turn right. Parking lots will be on your right.
After parking, keep walking south until you see
the Roadrunners Tiki bar; once you've made it
there, you're basically at the Grand Prix Arena
so look for horses jumping big jumps!

Hunter Arenas - Hunter rings are all aligned
alongside the easternmost side of the park. The
Main Hunter ring (the biggest hunter jumps) is
the furthest from the entrance, while Hunter 7
(ponies) is closest to the entrance. Turn left
when you arrive and follow the path until you
reach the main gates, then turn right. Parking
lots will be on your right.

Shopping - If you came for a little retail
therapy, Vendor Row is alongside the Jumper
rings and spread throughout that area, along
with the Food Court. Turn left when you arrive
and follow the path until you reach the main
gates, then turn right. Parking lots will be on
your right. Then food and shopping are only
steps away!

Grass Field - If you visit from November 30 -
December 4 or December 15 - 18, there is
show jumping on the grass field! Turn right
when you enter the park, and follow the
driveways until you reach the large parking
lots on the west side of the park. The grass
field is the Westernmost point of the park, so
keep heading that way until you see green!



Show jumping is a race against the clock
with the goal of having a clear round,

meaning the rider has no faults or penalties.
Faults include rails down (4 faults each),

refusals (4 faults for the first, then
elimination), or going over the time allowed

(1 fault per second over the time).
 

Grand Prix show jumping is the highest
level, and also the most challenging for

horse and rider. Consisting of a two-round
format, riders from across the globe take on

a course of fences up to 1.60m in height
(5.25 feet), and any riders who complete the
course fault free will advance to the "jump-

off". The fastest pair to complete the jump-off
without penalty wins!

A GUIDE TO SHOW JUMPINGA GUIDE TO SHOW JUMPINGA GUIDE TO SHOW JUMPING

HUNTERS & EQUITATIONHUNTERS & EQUITATIONHUNTERS & EQUITATION
Hunter rounds are judged on how the

horse moves, jumps, and carries itself on
course. It's the rider's task to ensure the
horse looks and performs as perfectly as

possible on the flat and over fences.
Hunter rounds are given scores

(sometimes not announced) based on
performance, and scores determine

overall placing. Each hunter division has
roughly five classes, so the top-

performing pair over the entire division
earns the championship.

In equitation, the focus switches to
the rider. Riders must demonstrate
effective and thoughtful riding over
a challenging course or on the flat.

Judges observe riders' position,
decision making, and individual

style of riding. Scores are awarded
on how seamlessly riders execute

the challenges on course.

90+: Above average performance
80+: Strong performance

70+: Average performance, no huge mistakes
Below 70: Mistakes may have been made

SCORING: HUNTERS & EQUITATION



FAQSFAQSFAQS
Doesn't the horse do all the work?

The horse is the one jumping to great heights, however the rider
influences exactly how and when the horse jumps. The rider's strategy
and decision making allows the horse to perform its best and avoid

rails down, as well as strategizes where to pick up speed and how to
ultimately win. It's entirely a team effort!

What kind of horses are these?
Most hunter/jumper horses are warmbloods, and the vast majority of
them actually came from Europe. Try speaking German or Dutch to

them - they might understand you!

What do you get if you win?
Most classes have a purse of prize money, so the money is divided

upon top placers, with the majority going to the winner. Prize money
ranges from the hundreds to $450,000 for the CSI5* Grand Prix in

December. The horse park and its sponsors also provide specific
prizes for winners.

Want to learn more about these
horses and riders? Head to our
News page using the QR Code:



DIHP BY THE NUMBERSDIHP BY THE NUMBERSDIHP BY THE NUMBERS

239
ACRES

2616
STALLS

14
COMPETITION

RINGS

22
WASH
RACKS

14 WEEKS OF
HUNTER/
JUMPERS

5 WEEKS OF
DRESSAGE

OVER $8
MILLION IN

PRIZE MONEY



AT THE HORSE PARK

Our rules are primarily designed to
keep you and everyone safe while
competing and spectating at DIHP.
We want everyone to have the best
time possible enjoying our facility!

Drive slowly around the
park (speed limit is 10 mph)

RULES
1

Horses have the right of way,
meaning when you see a
horse in front of you, STOP!

2
Do not feed, approach, or
pet the horses unless you
have explicit permission to
do so.

3

Only park in designated
parking areas (marked on
the property map).

4

5

Do not run, yell, or make
sudden movements around
horses. Be aware of your
actions and what you might
do that could "spook" a
horse.

iPhone and recreational
cameras are permitted, but
no professional-grade
equipment for photo sales.

6



AT DIHP
This season at DIHP is set to be the biggest and
best yet for all disciplines. Check out some
schedule highlights!

SEASON
HIGHLIGHTS

November 2 - 6, 2022

NATIONAL SUNSHINE SERIES I

$100,000 WCHR West
Coast Hunter Spectacular

$10,000 USHJA National
Hunter Derby - Open & Jr/Am

2'-2'3" Child/Adult Hunter Derby

2'6"-2'9" Child/Adult Hunter Derby

$5,000 Junior & A/O Hunter
Classics

$2,500 Child/Adult/Pony Hunter
Classics

$10,000 Welcome Speed

$100,000 National Grand Prix

$10,000 1.35m Open Classic

$30,000 1.40m Open Classic

$30,000 1.45m Open Classic

$10,000 Interactive Mortgage 10
& Under Futurity

1.20m Silver Oak Jumper
Tournament

JUMPER:HUNTER:

See schedules, 
orders of go, and
live results on 
ShowGrounds Live!



NATIONAL SUNSHINE SERIES II
November 9 - 13, 2022

$10,000 USHJA National
Hunter Derby - Open & Jr/Am

JUMPER:HUNTER:

$65,000 USHJA International Hunter
Derby Regional Championships

USHJA Hunter Team Challenge

$5,000 Junior & A/O Hunter
Classics

$2,500 Child/Adult/Pony Hunter
Classics

EQUITATION:

CPHA Style of Riding
Championships

USEF/NCEA Junior Medal Finals

Onondarka Medal Final

SCHSA Challenge Medal Final

$10,000 Welcome Speed

$100,000 National Grand Prix

$10,000 1.35m Open Classic

$30,000 1.40m Open Classic

$30,000 1.45m Open Classic

$10,000 Interactive Mortgage 10
& Under Futurity

See schedules, 
orders of go, and
live results on 
ShowGrounds Live!



DESERT HOLIDAY I
November 29 - December 4, 2022

$5,000 USHJA National
Hunter Derby - Open

FEI JUMPING:HUNTER:

$25,000 USHJA International
Hunter Derby

$20,000 DIHP Young Hunter
Championship

$5,000 Junior & A/O Hunter
Classics

$2,500 Child/Adult/Pony Hunter
Classics

$10,000 Welcome Speed

$50,000 National Grand Prix

$10,000 1.35m Open Classic

$30,000 1.40m Open Classic

$30,000 1.45m Open Classic

$10,000 Interactive Mortgage 10
& Under Futurity

$5,000 Pony Hunter Derby

$217,200 MLSJ CSI5*
Grand Prix

$200,000 MLSJ Team Competition

$40,000 CSI2* Grand Prix

NATIONAL JUMPING:

$15,000 Platinum Jumper
Championship 1.30-1.35m

USHJA CHAMPIONSHIPS:

$25,000 Platinum Jumper
Championship 1.40-1.45m

See schedules, orders of go, and
live results on ShowGrounds Live!



DESERT HOLIDAY II
December 7 - 11, 2022

$5,000 USHJA National
Hunter Derby - Open

FEI JUMPING:HUNTER:

$10,000 USHJA National Hunter
Derby - Open & Jr/Am

2'6" Child/Adult Hunt & Go
Derby

$10,000 Junior & A/O Hunter
Classics

$5,000 Child/Adult/Pony Hunter
Classics

$10,000 Welcome Speed

$50,000 National Grand Prix

$10,000 1.35m Open Classic

$30,000 1.40m Open Classic

$30,000 1.45m Open Classic

$10,000 Interactive Mortgage 10
& Under Futurity

$450,000 MLSJ CSI5*
Grand Prix

$200,000 MLSJ Team Final

$40,000 CSI2* Grand Prix

NATIONAL JUMPING:

EQUITATION:

$15,000 DIHP Pro Equitation
Challenge

DESERT HOLIDAY III
December 14 - 18, 2022

$10,000 Open Classic

$75,000 National Grand Prix

$10,000 1.35m Open Classic

$30,000 1.40m Open Classic
See schedules, orders of go, and
live results on ShowGrounds Live!



January 4 - March 19, 2023

LOOKING AHEAD
DESERT CIRCUIT

Desert Circuit will feature nine weeks of international show jumping
competition, Premier hunters, and top equitation taking place from January

through March. Mark your calendars for the biggest events:

Desert Circuit I
$1,000 Dog Puissance to Benefit

USHJA (bring your dog!)

Desert Circuit V
$138,600 CSI3* Grand Prix
$50,000 USHJA International
Hunter Derby (on the grass!)

Desert Circuit II
$138,600 CSI3* Grand Prix

$25,000 USHJA International Hunt
& Go Derby

Desert Circuit III
$138,600 CSI3* Grand Prix

Family Hunter Class

Desert Circuit IV
SOJT Kevin Babington Benefit

Classic
$25,000 Pro Eq Challenge

Desert Circuit VI
$214,900 CSI4* Grand Prix
$25,000 Nations Cup Hunter

Team Challenge
$10,000 DIHP Under Saddle

Championship

Desert Circuit VII
$138,600 CSI3* Grand Prix

Desert Circuit VIII
$137,000 CSI3* Grand Prix
$50,000 USHJA International

Hunter Derby

Desert Circuit IX
$215,900 CSI4* Grand Prix

$100,000 WCHR West Coast
Hunter Spectacular

R.W. Mutch Equitation
Championship

Scan the QR code to see a full
breakdown of special classes

during Desert Circuit:



ONES TO WATCH:ONES TO WATCH:ONES TO WATCH:
HUNTERSHUNTERSHUNTERSNICK HANESS

JENNY KARAZISSIS

AUGUSTA IWASAKI

Professional hunter Nick Haness had an
unbelievable year all over the country,
taking wins aboard countless mounts in
the hunter divisions. Recently he was
crowned champion in the WCHR
Professional Finals at the Capital
Challenge Horse Show, making him the
one to watch nationwide in the hunter
ring!

Jenny Karazissis is a class act, both in and
out of the ring. Aboard her top mount Big

Shot, she won the $100,000 WCHR West
Coast Hunter Spectacular the last time it

took place, in the winter of 2020. She
and "Dude" are unstoppable, especially

as the jumps get bigger and the stakes get
higher!

She may be young (only 18!), but that
doesn't stop Augusta Iwasaki from
dominating in the hunter ring. She's
always in the top ribbons and has a
magical connection with every hunter she
pilots. She's got quite a career ahead of
her and it's an honor to watch her ride
every season at DIHP!



ONES TO WATCH:ONES TO WATCH:ONES TO WATCH:
JUMPERSJUMPERSJUMPERSCONOR SWAIL

KYLE KING

MAVIS SPENCER

If Ireland's Conor Swail is entered in a
jumper class, he's a good one to put your
money on. No matter the mount, he can
crank out clear rounds and jump at
incredible speeds. His talents boosted him
to #4 in the world during 2022, and
many of his major wins came at DIHP.

Another man who leapt higher in the world
rankings than he'd ever been before was

Kyle King of the USA. King made it into the
top 100 ranked athletes in the world and
has taken countless major victories in the

past year. He calls the horse park home for
much of the year and we love watching him

develop up-and-coming horses and riders.

You'll know Mavis Spencer and her up-and-
coming superhorse Carissimo 25 when you
see them – they're the pair who look like
they could jump the moon! Mavis made us
proud representing the USA on her first
Nations Cup team this year and we know
she'll continue to do amazing things in the
ring at DIHP this season.

@kylekingllc

@conor.swail

@mavispence



Avery Glynn has won major equitation
classes on every stage, including at the
Winter Equestrian Festival and at DIHP.
She has taken top 10 placings in all the
major equitation finals on the East Coast

and makes us proud as she represents her
home state of California!

ONES TO WATCH:
EQUITATIONSKYLAR WIREMAN

AVERY GLYNN

KATHRYN PADILLA

Skylar took DIHP equitation by storm last
season, winning the inaugural Whitethorne
Friday Nigh Lights and the CPHA Style of
Ridng Jumper Championships. She went on to
earn the reserve championship at USEF/Dover
Saddlery Hunter Seat Medal Finals at the
Pennsylvania National Horse Show and in the
WIHS Equitation Finals!

@skylar_miki

@averyglynn

ONES TO WATCH: PONIES
Heavenly Patch of Blue was National
Champion with Shiloh Roseboom in 2019, and
now with Kathryn Padilla in the irons the pony
commanded the Small Pony Hunter division at
the 2022 Capital Challenge Horse Show out of
48 entries to take the division championship!



STRAIGHT FROM THE
HORSEMAN'S MOUTH

KARRIE RUFER

Hunters or jumpers? Jumpers!
Favorite ring to ride in at DIHP: There’s
nothing better than Saturday Night in the
Grand Prix ring! The ambiance and the

crowd are so electric. 
Favorite food option at DIHP: You can
find me at the poke station pretty much
every day. Or Coffee Velo for a morning

caffeine infusion!
Favorite vendor at DIHP: EquuSport,

Valencia Saddlery, and Soleá. 
Favorite thing to do outside the show:
I’m attempting my hand at golf - still not

very good but it’s a nice activity to do
when we’re not showing!

Fondest memory at DIHP: Winning a
Grand Prix under the lights last year, my

family was in town and it just felt so
special. 

Favorite Palm Springs/La Quinta
restaurant: Lavender Bistro or Chez

Pierre
What you are most looking forward to
this season: I’m looking forward to my

horses being back in what feels like their
second home - the horse park made an
incredible effort to make our barn there

feel like home. The variety of rings to show
in helps keep them fresh and looking

forward to every week. Plus, this will be my
first time showing on the grass field and I

can’t wait!

TRENT MCGEE

Hunters or jumpers? Jumpers, no
question!

Favorite ring to ride in at DIHP:
The Grand Prix ring, especially

under the lights.
Favorite food option at DIHP: I

love the smoothies at Koffie Velo.
Favorite vendor at DIHP: Valencia

Sport Saddlery- the store is
amazing and they are the nicest

people to work with.  
Favorite thing to do outside the
show: I’m having fun hitting the

golf course while I’m in the desert. 
Fondest memory at DIHP: Winning
the U25 in one of the 2022 Grand

Prix under the lights.
Favorite Palm Springs/La Quinta

restaurant: Tu Madres
What you are most looking

forward to this season: Looking
forward to competing against

some of the best riders in the world
as well as seeing my best friends in

the industry.

@karrierufer @trentmcgee



Hunters or jumpers? Jumpers only!
except I love Boy Wonder and I do like

hunter derbies now.
Favorite ring to ride in at DIHP: The

Grand Prix Arena! I love the footing and
atmosphere, especially at night.

Favorite food option at DIHP: My
favorite is the steak in VIP but I like the

bbq too.
Favorite vendor at DIHP: Mountain

Mercantile too – Soph worked there this
summer and they have really cool and

different items. I also like anywhere with
good bits!

Favorite thing to do outside the show:
Outside of showing I golf as much as

possible. I love to golf especially here! 
Fondest memory at DIHP: My fondest

memory is my win on Dorito last year or it’s
starting my business at this very show less
than 2 years ago! I’d say that’s the best

one! 
Favorite Palm Springs/La Quinta

restaurant: LG's and Casa Mendoza’s 
What you are most looking forward to
this season: I’m looking forward to the
money classes and feature classes. I’m

also looking forward to growing my team
and horses this season, I have a great

group of people and I’m excited to watch
them all achieve success at my favorite

show! I’m ready to get back!
 

STRAIGHT FROM THE HORSEMAN'S MOUTH:
HIS & HERS

MARK KINSELLA SOPHIE KINSELLA

Hunters or jumpers? Hunters
Favorite ring to ride in at DIHP: I’m a
nervous amateur so I should say Hunter

5 but really it's Hunter 1. You feel so
cool!

Favorite food option at DIHP: My
favorite food option is a Todd up I love

the barbecue but the poke in VIP is
where my heart is.

Favorite vendor at DIHP: I’m going to
be all the Mobile Tack trailer but that’s

new this year, so Mountain Mercantile or
Barnstyle are my favorites!

Favorite thing to do outside the show:
I love hiking (sometimes)  and going to

El Paseo.
Fondest memory at DIHP: Mark

winning the FarmVet Grand Prix or his
ribbon in the CSI5* Speed. I didn’t show
last year but I’m so excited about it this

year. I have big goals! 
Favorite Palm Springs/La Quinta

restaurant: Lavender Bistro
What you are most looking forward
to this season: This circuit I’m most

looking forward to the Adult Equitation
classes and my goal is to do a big

hunter derby! I’m also looking forward to
feeling back at home. There is no show
that feels like the desert; I can’t really

explain it, but it’s home.

@mkequestrian_official



THANKS FOR SPENDING YOUR DAY WITH US.

85-555 Airport Blvd | Thermal, CA | 92274
 (442) 200-4919

info@deserthorsepark.com
www.deserthorsepark.com


